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Dustin’s life was once filled with joy, happiness, protection, and success.This unique and gripping
tale may be the to begin its kind to inform the story of addiction through the eyes of both father and
son.As alcohol and drug abuse continues to ravage every community in America, this
groundbreaking memoir gives important insight into the inner workings of a dynamic user, and also
the discomfort of those loved ones who must helplessly the stand by position because the family
structure disintegrates from addiction. With a lucrative work, a wife, and a home of his own, he was
destined for a existence of fortune, prosperity and ease and comfort. Collectively, Dustin and Dallas
shine a blinding light on the dark existence of a junky.As Dustin decides to visit across the western
states in search of a safe and sound haven, Dustin wanders within several footsteps of his personal
demise. Rather than finding freedom, nevertheless, his addiction cascades into corruption, deceit,
and evil.That was before heroin.
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Incredible Story As I've stated in other reviews, it's hard not to touch upon memoirs without stating
thoughts in what happened to others, which are their stories to tell. But, the story is also the "book"
I'm reviewing. Although I haven’t experienced drug addiction first hand, I learned a whole lot about
the struggle while reading this book and applaud the writer for being brave enough to share his
story. One of these was a vein in an arm was spelled "vain", which actually refers to a conceited
person, not the vein in the arm.I must say i liked this reserve, Dustn's sections all kept me interested.
I could not believe a few of the horrific and tragic factors he experienced during his drug use.His
father's sections I came across to become a bit repetitive and We actually had to just skim through
some of them. I cannot thank them more than enough for sharing their tale. Why didn't he put
Dustin in detox to get off of drugs, instead of detoxing in the home countless occasions, & Under no
circumstances give up on anyone, especially your children. Why didn't he recommend Dustin go to
rehab, or look for other professional help, such as even just going to visit a
therapist?awesome!Having said that, I couldn't put the reserve down. Dustin probably would have
been one of the ones who benefited from rehab early enough on to have been spared years of
misery, since he actually did benefit from attending the 6 month place, despite the fact that he still
smudged afterward, he got something from it. A seed acquired certainly been planted--so much so
that he put himself in jail!The story, told with raw and real emotion, held my attention and I came
across myself going from cheering Dustin on to being in tears over and over again.! Why not go
back to rehab? I understand his parents struggled with cash, but there are rehab programs for
those without way to pay out. I am reading from a parents viewpoint, it was awesome to see how
my son felt during his knowledge with drugs. Thank you so much for posting your journey I am
hoping my nephew will find his way back, I dread he won't . I guess because I'm in recovery and I
know just how apparent it is that that isn't a likely scenario. As difficult as it is, it's less complicated
to get off of medicines than to stay off of them, especially immediately after getting off of these. It's
extremely difficult even with rehab & help from others. It's impressive where he was, and where he's
at. It's a heartbreaking journey to end up being on loving an addict watching someone you love
dearly be studied away by heroin. A Walk In His Shoes and boots by Dustin and Dallas John will
need you on a walk that you won’t soon forget.However, without doubt his family truly loved him
quite definitely, plus they all suffered. I think Dustin is super solid for wanting recovery therefore very
much that he chose jail. I was hardly ever even while entrenched as Dustin was, and it was difficult.
In the past decade I'd tell concerned family and friends if they asked about Tyler, I would say "My
entire life, our lives, are like the film Groundhog Time, except it is not funny. Just please be
suggested if you opt to examine further. They didn't take anything from the reserve, though. Various
other reviews mentioned that it's complete of useful information regarding how to proceed if
someone you understand is an addict, but I totally disagree. There is some basic details listed, but
there might have been a lot more. I'd still recommend this reserve, though, to learn about Dustin's
trip, and I'd also love another book in the future from him. This book is a "must" read, and should be
needed reading in schools This is a "must read" for anyone who is dealing with drug addiction;
whether for yourself, or a drug addicted relative or friend. The publication is written by a father and
his boy who was addicted to heroin. One chapter was written by the boy, informing how easy it to
become addicted, and, how hard it to recover. The next chapter is compiled by the father, who
talks about the parents' and the family's side. Differently compiled by father and child, each chapter
is certainly split to show what family members was going through, and the other half was the
encounters of the member in the medication world. If the very thought of sleeping in a field, on the
bare surface, without prospects or wish doesn't scare you, nothing will A heartbreakingly powerful
browse. Harder yet to get and stay from Suboxone, which I was place on for a few years to



greatly help my addiction. Awesome read I chose this publication because I just work at a drug
rehab assisting those people who are battling with the life span of addictions. I appreciated the
layout and following a few chapters I found myself interested in what the alternate perspective
would keep and how it would differ. Why jail? There are likely going to become some spoilers
forward, but I will do my best to not go into any fine detail.The book is well written and I'd definitely
read more from this author. This book will stay with me for a long time.A must go through for
anyone confronted with addiction and everyone who loves an addict. Strongly suggested for all This
is an excellent book for anybody age 8 and over. I wish this reserve was created when my child
men were young because I guarantee you I'd have browse it to all of them. Couldn’t place it down!
I just can't grasp that. Justin and his father reserve all their pride to tell and talk about their horrible
ride with addiction.I also don't understand after all those years how he and his wife didn't educate
themselves about addiction sooner.FYI ~ Many times throughout the reserve the Father feels that
him and his wife were stupid. By no means once did I believe that and I really believe most parents
would agree. also driving him to obtain drugs to greatly help him detox? ESSENTIAL read if your
loved one is an addict! Your household now have the opportunity to help so many l people.Written
by both the drug addicted child and concerned father, every chapter shares a different perspective
of the same timeframe and set of events. I am a recovering alcohol and addict myself who offers
made a decision to greatly help others overcome theirs as I've overcome mine. Our family lived this
same nightmare . Heroin was a medication I never did. Because the rehab I am utilized at works
only with opioid addictions, this book was very interesting in helping me to understanding what this
drug heroin does to the body and what withdrawal appears like. It is certainly also a great
perspective from the family members aspect of addiction. The lengths a member of family will go to
go help their addicted child to overcome their addiction and the heartbreak that they assure when
their initiatives fail again and again. However my 28 12 months old child overdosed April 10, 2018.
Just finished this publication. An individual memoir of a family in trouble for over a decade. A good
read to know should you have a issue, and what to do to resolve it. I believe parents can purchase
this book for his or her children, and they should do it prior to the child is 12. Therefore detailed, you
are nearly there within the turmoil. My drugs of preference were mainly marijuana and alcoholic
beverages with short episodes of cocaine and meth... Awesome book! A must read for each and
every parent of a kid who is lost to them because of their addictions, irrespective of their selection
of drug and essential read for anyone working in the market of restoring hope and sobriety to those
struggling to liberate from their routine of addiction. His death certificate read "self inflicted heroin and
methanphetamine toxicity". He went through hell therefore did my hubby, his sister and I. Your
father's words ring so true for all of us. The reserve was well crafted, with just a couple of
grammatical errors, but nothing major." I possibly could not put this publication down. for 10 years
as well. Very heartwrenching! A Walk I His Shoes ebook Excellent Book, filled with information about
how to know if your loved ones member is on drugs... If anyone knows anyone with working with
addiction in any way, I would read this reserve. The only real person he spoke to was his brother in
legislation, who was a probation officer, who recommended the best thing to do was to have Dustin
arrested. Every one of them went years believing that Dustin could to put it simply drugs down once
and for all, by himself, immediately after he got all the medicines after his system. This book would
be awesome for any family getting started with this terrible journey?? Good Read I really found a lot
of truth in this publication but it also scared me. I kept thinking that there is absolutely no hope, but
then Dustin proved that there surely is always hope. PRETTY GOOD, Needs Editing Full of
grammatical errors. A suggestion (page 18): "The news left we with mixed feelings." Generally "me,"
my pal, in constructions just like the above. This book is honest and true, not sugar coated This



book was an incredible read..Many thanks Dustin for posting your struggle with the world. Scanning
this opened my eye to so much I had been in denial about. My addiction was pills, however the
brief performing opiates Vicodin and Percocet, and it was still hard. Dustin's parents did what any
good parents would do given their circumstance, but as we all know to well can't save a person
who don't desire to be preserved. Blows my mind. Great publication! Education is powerful and
most people don't understand or understand how serious it really is to test out drugs. Lived the truth
of the stories in this reserve and provides me great hope for the future!
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